INTRODUCTION
Pigs show several social behaviours such as cooperation, altruism, and aggression. A tendency to establish a social hierarchy often leads to aggressiveness in a group. In limited resources, pigs also compete for food and other limited resources. Traits underlying these behaviours are influenced by interactions between pen mates.
Social environment of an individual is reflected also in its production level and welfare. However, phenotype of an individual is not only affected by its own genes, but also by the genes of pen mates present in individual's social environment (Griffing, 1967; Bijma et al., 2007) .
Social environmental effect has biological origin and contributes the heritable variation, in animal breeding known as associative effect or social effect (Griffing, 1967; Muir, 2005; Bijma et al., 2007) . Due to its potential for improving performance and animal welfare, models for implementation of social effect in a genetic evaluation were developed. Estimability of social genetic effect depends on effects included in the model, especially on implementation of group effect (Van Vleck and Cassady, 2005; Chen et al., 2008). Bergsma et al. (2008) showed that group effect included as random effect take into account nonheritable social effects to avoid overestimated social genetic variance. Bergsma et al. (2008) also reports covariances among pen mates expressed as genetic variance when pen effects are omitted from the model, due to the relatedness among pen mates. Thus, heritability decreased after inclusion of group effect.
The aim of study was to estimate the contribution of the group to phenotypic variance of daily gain on different intervals. The focus was on data structure and differences in estimates of variance components after including effect of the group. Daily gain (DG) on several intervals up to 100 kg was analyzed (Table 1) . Weighing in different stages revealed a large variability of animal's age and weight. Average DG from birth to the beginning of test ranged from 227 to 498 g/day. At the beginning of the test, the oldest boars were more than twice older than the youngest. The differences in the DG from the 1 st weighing to the end of test ranged up to 690 g/day. The average relatedness within pen was 0.30, ranged from 0.151 to 0.524. The groups differed also in surface area per animal. On the average, twice as minimal required surface was provided per boars. Two datasets were prepared. Dataset 1 consisted of performance data at the end of the field test (weight and backfat thickness at the last two weighing). DG from birth to the end of test and backfat (BF) was analyzed. Fixed part of the statistical model included season as month-year interaction, model for BF consisted of effect of weight at BF measured as covariate. Common litter, direct additive genetic, permanent environment were treated as random effects. Permanent environment effect was used due to repeated measures of an animal.
(Co)variance components were estimated with two-trait repeatability model (eq. 1). Models were used (written in matrix notation):
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Heritability estimates for DG (dataset 1) from the first model 1 was 61% (Table 1) (2) where g is a vector of random group effect and Z g incidence matrix. It was assumed that random effects and residual follow normal distribution: where y is the vector of observations. Unknown parameters for fixed effects are pr with incidence matrix X. Vectors c, a and p with incidence matrix Z c, Z a and Z p pre effect, direct additive genetic effect, permanent environment effect, respective residual. To estimate the contribution of group to phenotypic variance, the group wa effect (equation 2). where g is a vector of random group effect and Z g incidence matrix. It was ass effects and residual follow normal distribution: 
model for BF consisted of effect of weight at BF measured as covariate. Common litter, direct additive genetic, permanent environment were treated as random effects. Permanent environment effect was used due to repeated measures of an animal. (Co)variance components were estimated with two-trait repeatability model (eq. 1). Models were used (written in matrix notation): c a p y = Xβ + Z c + Z a + Z p + e (1) where y is the vector of observations. Unknown parameters for fixed effects are presented in vector β with incidence matrix X. Vectors c, a and p with incidence matrix Z c, Z a and Z p present common litter effect, direct additive genetic effect, permanent environment effect, respectively, e is vector of residual. To estimate the contribution of group to phenotypic variance, the group was added as random effect (equation 2). c a g p y = Xβ + Z c + Z a + Z g + Z p + e (2) where g is a vector of random group effect and Z g incidence matrix. It was assumed that random effects and residual follow normal distribution: 
where I c , I g , I p , I e are identity matrices of the appropriate dimensions, and A is a relationship matrix. 
Heritability estimates for DG (dataset 1) from the first model 1 was 61% (Table 1) , being higher than the heritability, usually estimated in commercial breeding farms (Clutter and Brascamp, 1998) . The common litter environment contributed 14% and permanent environment accounted for 5% of phenotypic variance. Heritability for BF was 55%, which is in line with the literature (Clutter and Brascamp, 1998) , larger contribution of unexplained variance could be the result of feeding ad libitum. After including group effect in the model for DG (15% variance), heritability dropped from 61% to 55% for DG, and common litter variance from 14% to 8%, indicating a partial additive genetic effect due to relatedness between pen mates (Bergsma et al., 2008) . The group did not cause the variation in BF. Results of dataset 2 revealed varied contributions of variance components for DG on different intervals of body weight (dataset 2; Table 3 ). Heritability for DG was low (8%) on the interval from ±32.0 kg to ±48.8 kg of body weight and high (82%) on interval from ±39.6 kg to ±104.1 kg, indicating the majority of variation originated from genetic differences among tested animals. Low heritability in the first interval and correlation of breeding values for DG in these two intervals (0.57) revealed that selection in early stages could not be performed. The proportion of variation caused by common litter environment was 36% in the interval from ±32.0 kg to ±48.8 kg of body weight, and accounted 4% in the interval ±39.6 kg to ±104.1 kg. Substantial proportion in the first interval could be explained by varied lactation length and less defined pretest environment.
The results from model 2 revealed the significant variance for the group effect ( Table 3 ). The group effect contributed 6% of phenotypic variation of DG on the interval from ±39.6 kg to ±104.1 kg whereas the contribution was larger in the interval from ±32.0 kg to ±48.8 kg (23%). Bergsma et al. (2008) reported group contributed 27% of phenotypic variance in DG from ±27.0 kg to finishing. Our results revealed group causing more variation in DG shortly after group formation (±32.0 kg), when a hierarchy is established, and later after its set, the contribution decreases.
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CONCLUSION
Contributions of components to phenotypic variance of DG and BF were estimated. Heritability for DG was low on the first interval (±32.0 kg to ±48.8 kg) and high on the interval ±39.6 kg to ±104 kg. It indicates that selection in early stages could not be performed. The proportion of variance caused by common litter environment was larger on the interval from ±32.0 kg to ±48.8 kg of body weight (22%), compared to interval from ±39.6 kg to ±104.1 kg, explaining 1% of phenotypic variation. The group explained 6% of phenotypic variance of daily gain on interval from ±39.6 kg to ±104 kg of body weight. However, the contribution was larger on the interval from ±32.0 kg to ±48.8 kg (23%). The group effect caused more variation in DG shortly after group formation (±32.0 kg), when a hierarchy is established, and later after its set, the contribution decreases.
